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ABSTRACT

Smart grids, to facilitate the electricity production, distribution, and consumption, employ information and communication technologies simultaneously. Electricity markets, through stabilizing the electricity prices, attempt to alleviate the challenges of power exchange. On one hand, buyers, by considering their full demand satisfaction, endeavor to purchase the electricity cost-effectively. On the other hand, sellers, by taking their limited electricity generation capacity into account, are interested in increasing their financial benefits. To address this challenge, this paper introduces a highly-functional semi-decentralized power matching framework based on multi-objective optimization techniques executing in a day-ahead electricity market. A two-stage price updating mechanism to continuously balance the electricity prices is also provided. At each time interval, buyers and sellers submit their individual electricity price offers to the market operator. The market operator tunes them and then, announces the electricity market price. A robust multi-objective power matching algorithm is developed to make the matching contracts considering buyers’ and sellers’ objectives along with grid stability constraints imposed by distribution system operators. It also considers the minimization of electricity distribution loss in the matching procedure. Simulation results indicate that the framework successfully reaches a reasonable balance of aforementioned conflicting objectives while conducting negotiating electricity price offers to an equilibrium. It is shown that the proposed algorithm behaves better compared to well-known multi-objective evolutionary algorithms in terms of both optimizing the social welfare and computational complexity (scalability). Finally, effects of the two-stage price updating mechanism on the stability of the proposed evolutionary algorithm is discussed. Performance comparisons show that the proposed framework outperforms the similar approaches available in the literature.

1. Introduction

The current structure of the electrical grid is inefficient in responding to the growing demand for electricity. The smart grid, by, for instance, demand response programs and distributed power matching, aims at revolutionizing the current electrical grid to reveal its concerns. Nevertheless, a solid introduction of the smart grid confronts numerous challenges in designing, controlling, and implementation. The smart grid employs bilateral electricity and information streams to establish a reliable energy management infrastructure (Farhangi, 2010). This is done by dividing it into: 1) smart infrastructure system for electric power transmission, 2) smart management system for controlling and managing grid services, and 3) smart protection system for protecting the smart grid (Fang et al., 2012). To integrate these systems while identifying main stakeholders and feasible communication paths in the smart grid, National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has developed an inter-operable smart grid conceptual model (National Institute of Standards and Technology, 2014).

This paper concentrates on the interconnectivity of customers and markets domains in the smart grid. The first domain supports three customer types named industrial, commercial, and residential. For the sake of simplicity, this paper considers residential customers, in which they are characterized by buyer and seller agents. Each agent is an individual entity providing the markets domain with its preferences, requirements, and constraints. Hereinafter, customer and agent are interchangeably used as contextual synonyms. Markets domain, particularly electricity markets, intends to effectively manage the customers’ information (Bichler et al., 2010).
This is done by the market operator, who typically applies the pricing scheme and demand and supply balancing strategies to the electrical grid. Thus, having a reliable interface between these two domains is critical since it directly affects “matching production with consumption.” Recent developments in electricity markets require the employment of a reliable power matching framework. In this regard, the market operator, to clearly specify the power exchange contracts over time, is responsible for matching buyer agents with seller agents. Nevertheless, far too little attention has been paid to build an effective framework considering the conflicting objectives and constraints that the customers and Distribution System Operators (DSOs) include.

This paper puts efforts into proposing a novel semi-decentralized power matching framework to the smart grid. Fig. 1 pictures the conceptual view of this framework. According to the current structure of the grid, the electricity is distributed to customers in a hierarchical manner. Since controlling all customers by a single system is not practically scalable, we propose to semi-decentralize such controlling system into a number of sub-systems. We consider feeders as the last points of delivering the electricity to households. Each feeder serves a non-overlapping set of customers. This will help the framework host a large number of customers in the grid. The framework runs the matching procedure in each feeder. In each feeder, on one hand, buyer agents have to satisfy their demands over time. They intend to minimize their purchase cost considering their full demand satisfaction at each interval. On the other hand, seller agents are interested in maximizing their selling benefit considering their limited surplus electrical power production. It is becoming increasingly difficult to ignore the impact of grid stability constraints on market-driven power matching frameworks. We use the concept of “electricity demand thresholds” to respect the grid’s capacity (Azar et al., 2015). The framework is physically distinguishable and completely compatible with the existing electrical grid. This also ties in well with future smart grids that are based on Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) and flexibly interconnected energy supply grids (Jacobsen et al., 2015).
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